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OUR TEAM VISION & VALUES
Enactus Padova is 5 members student-founded in April 2020 from 4 different
countries students organization completely aligned with core-values of
Enactus and Enactus Italy. We are committed to entrepreneurship for a more
sustainable world. We are driven by curiosity.
We are passionate about social innovation, knowledge sharing. Our mission is
the creation of valuable content that can help the local community and
hopefully have an impact on a larger scale - step by step, mistake after
mistake.

We believe that:
from failure we learn
anyone can be a source of inspiration
life is about learning and enjoying the process
creativity is our primary skill
motivation is our fuel
hard work pays well - and when it doesn't: analyze the market, change
strategy, work smarter
Thanks to the University support we got a training to help us designing our
project working on its business model.
After hours of online meeting, we started dividing tasks and each of us
tackled a major point in the project giving their contribution with their skills
and abilities.
After sessions of brainstorming, using different techniques like weighted
average score to filter our ideas,we came up with some idea that, after a lot
of labor limae, became what we actually are presenting today.

DIFFERENT SKILLS, ENRICHING
EXPERIENCE
WE ARE READY!
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HAXPERT
We have personally tested our ideas and got user
experience feedbacks from our team members and from
external users.
The experience as a learner was fun, interactive, easy to
handle, comfortable.
Many issues that we found during the User Test, have
been addressed only when we actually put into practice
what we had theorized.
We discussed largely on how to improve it

"MANI IN PASTA"!
...can you deal with it?
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team
results

+400
Hours working
remotly in 3
countries

#1
The winner of Enactus Italy
business game

we founded our team in April 2020, during
the pandemic.
due to this, we never got to meet physically
(...yet).
still, we took full advantage of the virtual
environment: with smart online-tools, we
worked efficiently to filter our ideas
and finally come up with
our project HAXPERT.
We hope you have enjoyed it!

